Duotank Transport tanks
Transport solutions

Transport tanks
Brewery Fresh Beer
Brewery Fresh Beer at any location at any time, is
possible with the transport tanks from Duotank.
Good isolation keeps the beer at a desired temperature.

With the transport tanks of Duotank you have one solution to transport
and store your beer. The tanks are insulated to make sure that your beer
stays cool during transport. The tanks have (optional for vertical tank) a
cooling coil so that you can even use them for your local events or as an
extra storage tank outside your cold room. Due to the unique Bag-In-Tank
concept it is possible to store your beer for a longer time even if the tank
is half full.
You can transport beer from the brewery to the bar in the transport tank.
The beer can easily be pushed over with a connection hose and compressed air. If you want to further automate the delivery process the Standard Delivery Unit (SDU) or Compact Delivery Unit (CDU) are available.
The horizontal transport tank has a full frame around the tank, shielding
it from possible transport damage and making it possible to stack the
tanks by using a standard forklift. Optionally, the tanks can be equipped
with heavy duty transport wheels, making it possible to move the tank
without a forklift.
There is also a vertical transport tank available with an integrated frame.
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Transport tanks

Transport tanks
Horizontal
Tank size

2,5 HL

Tank type

Double walled stainless steel, insulated with cooling coil

5 HL

10HL

Weight

Ca. 175 kg

Ca. 200 kg

Ca. 275 kg

Dimensions (L * W * H)

1397 * 762 * 864 mm

1941 * 886 * 936 mm

2386 * 1048 * 1100 mm

Oulet

NW 25

NW 25

NW 25

Frame Material

Stainless steel (304/1.4301)

Including

- Safety valve ¾”

Optional

- Heavy duty wheels
- Piercing unit

Vertical
Tank size

5 HL

Tank type

Integrated stainless steel tank, insulated with or without cooling coil

Weight

Ca. 250 kg

Dimensions (L * W * H)

938 * 878 * 1789 mm

Outlet

NW 25

Frame material

Stainless steel (304/1.4301)

Including

- Safety valve ¾”

Optional

- Heavy duty wheels
- Piercing unit

Important
All transport tanks are delivered without brand signs
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